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Introduction
The parquet approximation was proposed by Landau, Abrikosov and Khalatnikov in order to develop a self-consistent method of studying the nonperturbative domain in quantum electrodynamics [1] . Later on, this approximation has been used for various models of quantum field theory [2] . The parquet approximation leads to a closed system of integro-differential equations which have meaning not only for small but also for large values of coupling constant. The main problem that prevents direct application of the parquet approximation to an arbitrary gauge theory is that the parquet approximation violates the gauge invariance of the theory.
Another non-perturbative approach used in the quantum field theory is the planar approximation, a method of studying theories like SU(N) QCD in the large N limit [3] . It enables us to understand most specific features of QCD [5] , and unlike the parquet approach it does not break the gauge invariance. But to perform analytical investigations one has to calculate the sum of all planar diagrams, and this problem is solved only for a few simple models such as zero-and one-dimensional matrix model and two-dimensional QCD [3] , [4] .
There is a hope to construct a method that will combine advantages of both planar and parquet approaches.
In [6] the planar parquet approximation was defined and applied to zerodimensional matrix models with cubic and quartic interaction terms. It was demonstrated that the planar parquet approximation gives an excellent agreement with the exact results. The aim of this paper is to find out whether this approximation can give any sensible results in the matrix Higgs model. In order to answer this question we calculate Green functions within both approaches and compare them.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the planar parquet approximation and use it for studying the matrix Higgs model. In Section 3 the same model is considered by means of the steepest descent method.
Planar parquet approximation
In this section we define and investigate the planar parquet approximation for the zero-dimensional matrix Higgs model. To introduce it carefully it is useful to recall what is already known.
The parquet planar approximation for the d-dimensional matrix model with cubic and quartic interaction has been defined in [6] . Let us consider the matrix model with the action
The planar Green functions Π n (x 1 , ..., x n ) = lim
satisfy the planar Schwinger-Dyson equations [10, 11] 
This set of equations is infinite. So the purpose of the planar parquet approximation is to find conditions when (2.3) becomes closed, i.e. the planar parquet approximation is defined as an approximative perturbative solution of (2.3) that takes into account only a part of the full series of coupling constant. It can be done by using a so-called skeleton expansion which contains only a subset of all planar diagrams. More precisely, the diagrams from this subset contains no bare propagators, three-and four-vertices insertions. The basic Green functions, i.e. the two-, three-and four-point functions are defined as solutions of a set of integro-differential equations. The zero-dimensional case reduces it to the set of algebraic equations. One can represent them graphically
(all contributions of tadpole diagrams are dropped out). Here the thick and thin lines represent the full (within the planar parquet approximation) and bare propagators respectively
are the full three-and four-point vertices,
are the parts of the four-point vertex function that are 2PR in the t-channel (s-channel) and not 2PR in the s-channel (t-channel). The vertices V and H are related by the cyclic permutation of external points. Let us apply the foregoing considerations to the zero-dimensional matrix Higgs model with the action
The classical vacua are
There exist two possible ways to get the perturbative solution: we can write down planar parquet equations in the vicinity of the false vacuum (M = 0) and near the true vacuum ( Tr M 2 = N 2 /4g).
In the first case we have the following set of equations on D, Gamma 4 ,
As one can see this is a set of four equations for four variables. Excluding Γ 4 , V , H one get the following equation
It can be solved in the limit of small g. There exist two roots that have no singularities as g → 0
(2.7)
Moreover, there exists a solution D (3) behaving like α g as g → 0. One can write down the following equation for α 64α 6 + 16α 5 = 0, (2.8)
wherefrom α = − 1 4 and
The following table contains results of numerical calculations of (2.6). The solutions exist if g < 0, 038. The second case is more delicate. Consider a shift to the true vacuum
Hence, we get the following action
For convenience one can rescale the fields R = Q √ 2
It contains both cubic and quartic interaction terms. Thus, in the zero-dimensional case the planar parquet equations on D,
This set can be solved as g → 0 
Planar approximation
In this section we study the zero-dimensional matrix Higgs model by means of the approach proposed in [4] . A specific feature of this model is that it contains two-cut solutions parameterized by a special parameter [7, 8, 9] .
In [4] one considered the large N limit in the model where X is the support of u(λ). This density function is the solution of the following singular equation
The model (3.15 ) admits so called one-cut solutions, i.e. when X has the form of a single segment (2a, 2b). This support is uniquely defined by a set of algebraic equations.
The matrix Higgs model
is interesting because it is the simplest model where exist both one-cut and multi-cut (two-cut) solutions. As it was mentioned in [8, 9] in the case of two-cut solution there exists certain freedom, to fix it one has to introduce a complementary parameter. It is associated with the order parameter which governs the phase structure of the system. Consider the one-cut solution, i.e. let X = (2a, 2b) ≡ (t − s, t + s). There exist two solutions. The first one corresponds to symmetric support t = 0. It gives the density function
where a is subject to 12ga 4 − a 2 − 1 = 0, (3.22) and the two-point Green function
The second solution corresponds to the non-symmetric support
The density function looks like
and the two-point Green function is
As in the previous section one can perform these calculations in the different way: one can make the shift (2.10) to the true vacuum and apply the same technique to the action (2.11) . But this case can be solved only in the limit of small g. The results are presented below: the support X = (2a, 2b) is
27)
the density function is (3.28) and the behavior of the two-point Green function as g → 0, taking into account (2.14), is
As one can observe two different values for G 2 (3.26) and (3.29) are not the same, they show similar behavior as g → 0.
Consider the two-cut solution. The simplest case is the symmetric support X = (−2b, −2a) ∪ (2a, 2b). By means of the previous procedure one can get the following: the support X is
, 0 < g ≤ 1/16, (3.30) the density function is
and the two-point Green function
One can see that in this case the final result is exact. One has to notice that (3.26), (3.29) and (3.32) have the same behavior as g → 0.
Conclusion
We have considered two different approaches to the matrix Higgs model. We have got the following results.
1. The planar two-point functions for the symmetric one-cut (3.23), nonsymmetric one-cut cases (3.26) and (3.29) have the following asymptotics as Hence, D
2 , two-point Green function computed within the planar parquet approach in the true vacuum, coincides with G
2 , two-point Green function computed within the planar approximation also in the true vacuum.
As it was mentioned the parquet planar approach gives a very good agreement with the exact results in the one-cut case for the case of the positive mass square. In the case of the matrix Higgs model the situation seems more delicate because of the its multi-phase structure. Nevertheless, the planar parquet approximation leads to a rather good agreement at least in the small coupling limit.
